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Abstract 
 

 This paper compares some methods for computing aperture radiated fields by means of localized beams and 

conical (non localized) beams. It is seen that all types of beams can be generated in a simple way starting from the 

spectral-domain radiation integral, by expanding the aperture electric field spectrum in a sum of complex exponentials 

using the Generalised Pencil-of-Function (GPOF) method [1]. This operation transforms the radiation integral into a 

simpler form, which can be evaluated analytically. Two different beam expansions are thus derived, both of them 

arising from the same spectral GPOF process, which possess different properties with respect to the number of beams 

required to get a certain accuracy.  

 

1. Beam Expansion and Degrees of Freedom of an Aperture Field  
 

 A spatial function which exhibits a wave-like behavior, in that its amplitude and phase fronts can be identified, is 

often referred to as a wave object. When the amplitude of a wave object is confined to a region of space around a 

certain direction of propagation, one normally refers to it as a ―beam‖. Desirable properties for beams are 1) availability 

of spatial domain (and may be spectral domain) expression in a closed form, 2) existence of a systematic methodology 

for generating and truncating the beam expansion, 3) fulfilment of the wave equation in the largest possible region of 

space.  Different beam expansion approaches may require a different number of beams to represent a given field. This 

property should be viewed in light of the concept of degrees of freedom [2], which establishes a natural criterion for the 

definition of a sufficient and non-redundant number of wave functions able to fully reconstruct the field in a given 

region within a predetermined error. The optimal (minimal) number of wave functions is approximately equal to the 

degrees of freedom dofN introduced by Bucci et al. [2] 

 N
dof

= 2S / l 2( )
2

 (1) 

where Σ is the surface of the minimum convex volume enclosing the source(s), and the factor 2 arises from the need of 

accounting for the two possible orthogonal polarizations. In case when Σ degenerates into a planar aperture, the total 

surface is twice the area of the aperture (if  is interpreted as the area of the aperture, Ndof  identifies the degrees of 

freedom of the upper half-space field only). The above definition of the degrees of freedom is consistent with the 

Landau-Pollak bound [3].  There, for a quasi spatially limited aperture of approximate area , a band-limited aperture 

field of spectral bandwidth K can be obtained by using an expansion in  
2

2 / 2LPN K    beams (the factor 2 is 

relevant to the 2 orthogonal polarizations). For apertures which are large in terms of wavelengths, the relationship 

between the Landau-Pollak bound and the degrees of freedom of the radiated field in (1) can be obtained by 

approximating K with 2

0k  , namely by the area of the spectral visible region, as reasonable when observing out of the 

reactive field region. This leads to (4 )dof LPN N  (the redundancy factor 4/ obtained in (1) is due to the mentioned 

approximation 2

0K k  ). Any representation requiring more beams than the number prescribed by (1) has some 

redundancy and should be improved. We emphasize that (1) gives a sampling criterion for representing the fields 

sufficiently well without any a priori knowledge of the actual sources. If, instead, the sources are known, field-matched 

wave objects may be used and their number can be much lower than (1). In the following, we will assume that the 

aperture field is known; the degrees of freedom of the aperture is anyway taken as a term of  comparison for judging the 

goodness of a certain field-matched expansion  

 

2. Beam Expansions  
 

A number of different beams have been introduced in the past [4]-[21]: Gaussian Beams (GB), Gaussian-ray basis 

functions (GRBF), higher-order Gauss-Laguerre (GL) or Gauss-Hermite (GH) beams, Complex Source Points (CSP), 

Bessel Beams (BB). GB [4][5] have the limitation of satisfying Maxwell’s equations only in the paraxial region. GRBF 

[6][7] do not satisfy wave equations, and are obtained by adding an empirical extra parameter in the formulation of a 
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Gaussian beam, in order to manually control beam width at a given distance from the source. GL or GH beams [8][9], 

[21] deal with expansions around a preferred axis of propagation with the higher order terms representing the off-axis 

variations. They have the advantage of constituting an orthogonal set, and are often used as basis for a mode matching 

technique so that they can be considered as global expansions of the aperture. However, their descriptive capability are 

still restricted to the paraxial region. To expand the field in the whole space, Complex Source Points (CSP) [10][12]  

may be used. CSP have been used for expanding space domain Green’s functions of the mixed potentials for layered 

dielectric media [13][14]. To this end, the  spectral Green’s function is represented in terms of exponentials by using 

Prony’s method (or GPOF method) thus leading to the CSP expansion by using the Sommerfeld integral.  A similar 

technique is used to regularize the Kernel of 3D integral equation [15].  

  

 In some optical laser framework, the field is represented by a discrete spectrum of Bessel beams [16]. Each beam 

introduced in this paper is composed by a continuous spectrum of Bessel beams over a spectral wave-number, that 

removes the non-physical behavior of the discrete Bessel beam spectra (Bessel beams do not spread out as they 

propagate). Contrary to the above mentioned global expansions, there are also Gabor-type (or phase-space) expansions 

[17]-[20], whereby the field is expanded using a lattice of beams that emerge from a set of points in the aperture plane 

and propagate from each point in a lattice of directions. These beam basis functions describe the local radiation 

properties of the aperture distribution, and hence the beam amplitudes are determined by the local radiation properties 

(the local spectrum) of the aperture near the lattice points. This beam representation is therefore localized near the 

phase-space Lagrange manifold of the field, and can be viewed as a ―local‖ expansion of the aperture field. It is known 

that for off-axis observation the localized nature of the spectral elements implies more rapid convergence of the field 

representation than with global expansions. In the Gabor-based Gaussian beam expansion, the basis set is complete; this 

poses a restriction on the choice of the spatial and spectral resolutions. The Gabor-frame scheme in [18][19] (termed 

there "windowed Fourier transform frame") relaxes this restriction by using overcomplete sets of GB's, thus enabling 

the user to choose the spatial and spectral resolutions so that best fit the local properties of the source distribution; the 

guidelines for choosing these parameters are discussed in these references. Furthermore, the flexibility gained by using 

the overcomplete frame expansion allows for an efficient representation of ultra wide band (UWB) fields [18][19], as 

well as direct analysis in the time domain using a discrete spectrum of pulsed beams  

 

3. NON-LOCALIZED CONICAL BEAMS 

 

 Recently [22], new types of Maxwellian conical beams have been proposed and their properties and potential 

advantages over other commonly used solutions have been discussed. These conical beams rigorously satisfy the wave 

equation and, in their vector form, Maxwell’s equations. The beam expansion of an aperture radiated field is simply 

obtained by first expanding the field spectrum in the aperture plane in terms of an angular Fourier series and next 

representing the radial spectral coefficients in terms of complex exponentials obtained by the Generalized Pencil-of-

Function method [22]. The initial radiation integral is thus reduced to a double sum of wave objects, which can be 

represented analytically in both space and spectral domain. The vector form is then obtained through the use of vector 

potentials. The new types of conical non-localized beams in [22] are referred to as ―Formulation A‖ and ―Formulation 

B‖. These beams are not collimated around a single axis, but rather around a conical surface. This property makes them 

non-localized (except for the order ―zero‖ ), since they propagate on the surface of a cone. In such cases, they cannot a 

priori be expected to maintain their structure once they hit a reflector or propagate through an inhomogeneous medium, 

and are therefore strictly speaking not true beams. Gaussian beams naturally arise in connection with radiation from a 

line source distribution [23].  The conical beams introduced in [22] arise from an analytical continuation of a closed 

form solution of the wave equation, with complex displacements automatically generated by the GPOF technique for 

both formulations. For this reason, they are denoted as complex conical beams (CCBs). Both formulations A and B in 

[22] have potential advantages over other approaches for the following properties: 1) the CCB’s satisfy the wave 

equation in the whole space; 2) the generation of CCB’s is obtained in an efficient and natural way; 3) the CCB’s 

possess analytical expressions in both spatial and spectral domain. Both CCB-A and CCB-B reduce to a Complex 

Source Point beam at zero-order, and a set of higher-order beams with azimuth phase variation describe the off-axis 

field. Therefore, they can be regarded as a general and physically correct alternative to the GL (or GH) expansion.   

 

4. Comparison between localized and non localized beams  

 

A similar approach as that used in [22] can be adopted to formulate an expansion in localized point source beams 

pointing in different directions and with different beam waists. The procedure is less rigorous than those implying the 

Gabor-type phase-space expansions [17]-[20], being based on non orthogonal-modes. However, it is very easy to be 

applied and the outcome is optimally matched to the aperture field. It consists in a direct expansion of the Fourier 



aperture spectrum by 2D GPOF [24], followed by application of the Sommerfeld identity. The space counterpart of this 

process is presently under study. For separable aperture fields distributions, the 2D GPOF reduces to the product of two 

1D GPOF, thus further simplifying the process.  

 

During the talk, we will present an excursus of the methods for beam expansions in the framework of the various 

formulations. First, the CCB’s will be used to expand both collimated and non-collimated aperture fields and the results 

will be compared with the ones obtained by using ordinary GL and GH expansions, also considering the degrees of 

freedom of the aperture field. Afterwards, the GPOF expansion process will be applied to derive an expansion in terms 

of localized beams and the number of terms necessary for this expansion will be compared with the degrees of freedom 

of the aperture field and with the number of terms used for the non-localized conical beam expansion. An alternative  

process of beam expansion, described in [25], will be also investigated for the sake of comparison. It makes use of a 

representation of the field in terms of complex point sources derived from a spherical wave expansion. Such an 

expansion can be conveniently used within the framework of a domain decomposition method as described in [26].   
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